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Elementary: Grade 4 Mathematics and Language 
 
Narrator:            This is Kellie Mackenzie's class.   She recently started discussing 

with her grade four students the concept of money. 
 
Kellie Mackenzie, Grade Four Teacher:  We talked about the saying, "Money doesn't 

grow on trees," and well, where does it come from?  And they 
thought the bank card was there and they could use it at their will, 
and money just came out, and they didn’t realize that you have a 
job, that money from your job goes into the bank account, and then 
that's what you have to spend.  It is not just an unlimited supply of 
money. 

 

 

Narrator:            But her students are interested in finding out the reality, and more 
about Financial Literacy. 

 
Student:             Because sometimes I just save, because one day, I didn’t have 

enough money, so I would rather save, because one day I might 
want something and I will not have the right money for it. 

 

 

Student:             Something I really want, and let's say it's $46.00 and I have $37.00, 
I save up until I have that money and then I just get all of my coins 
and stuff for the tax, and then I buy it. 

 

 

Student:             Food comes first, like health comes first, and then you can buy toys 
if you have money left. 

 

 
Narrator:            Kellie poses questions to get her students thinking about money, 

and where it comes from. 
 
Kellie Mackenzie:  First thing I want to know is, what is money?  And I'm going to 

pick three people for each one of these questions.  Spencer, what is 
money? 

 

 

Spencer: Something that you can buy things with. 

Kellie Mackenzie: Okay. Lauren? 

Lauren: Something that you have to have or you cannot live. 

Kellie Mackenzie: Okay. Hailey? 

Hailey: Something you can save with. 
 

 

Kellie Mackenzie:  How do we get money? Morgan? 



Morgan: You can get money by doing chores or something. 

Kellie Mackenzie: How do we know if we have enough money? 

Narrator:            And experts say, the younger we have conversations about money, 
the better for our society. 

 
Janique North, Credit Counsellor:   It  is  very  important  to  educate  them,  because 

they are our future, and having a good, basically educated young 
population will, hopefully, prosper the economy in the future.  I think 
we should teach them problem solving skills, and also learn to ask 
questions, be inquisitive, not to be afraid to find out some 
information, so that they, hopefully, can make a very clear financial 
situation that will benefit their own well-being. 

 
Narrator: It's part of developing 21st Century learners. 
 
Susan Cousineau, Principal:  Just creating that curiosity in our young people about 

finances, and money, and what it represents.  It is just helping kids 
to reflect on their own personal beliefs and values, and helping them 
develop that decision making, problem solving process that will 
enable them to make financial decisions. 

 
Student: Plus ten, which is eighty… 

 

 

Narrator:           That is what this lesson will do using current curriculum and 
mathematics, and language.  Let's see how Kellie approaches this 
lesson on budgeting, planning, and decision making.   

 


